The Sandbox
Academy

LOG LINE
In a not so distant future an altruistic scientist,
on a quest to induce empathy establishes a
groundbreaking virtual academy. The SandBox
Academy is a critical journey into the dawn of
the shared consciousness, the corruptible
nature of politics, and ultimate power.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Our target audience crosses all genders
ages 25-50, who have an affinity for sci-fi
drama with a socially conscious mindset.

SYNOPSIS
The Sandbox Academy is not your typical institute of higher learning.
Intended to reform a society absent of compassion and empathy, each virtual simulation
allows a participant to share in the consciousness of those with whom they know the least.
However, once a participant submits their mind into the Sandbox they are susceptible to the
immoral practice of mind mining and data collection. This practice has been banned by the
altruistic founder, nevertheless the allure of this information is far too tantalizing for
government leaders and they make it their objective to infiltrate the academy for a more
sinister gain.
No matter how benevolent the intentions, the Academy endures betrayal and deception from
those closest to the organization. Between this treachery and the already existing skeletons of
the past, the founders of the Academy have to decide if making the world a better place is
worth paying the ultimate price.

COMPARABLE SHOWS

MEETS

MEETS

DR. BENJAMIN CORNELL
CEO and Founder of The
Sandbox Academy. Mid 40s.
Sees himself as a change
leader. Not necessarily a
messiah (although he has
been praised as such), he is
more reasonable with a
programmer’s mind and an
altruistic heart.

ZORA CORNELL

Wife/ Lawyer to Dr. Cornell.
Robin Wright to his Kevin
Spacey (House of Cards),
Zora Cornell will stop at
nothing to make her husband
the success story she
envisions for her family.

Dr. David Lyles
Quality Control and right hand man to Dr. Cornell. Dr. Lyles
steers the Academy and assures that goals and objectives are
met. When something in the Academy goes wrong it often
falls on his shoulders.

Liberty
A whip-smart local journalist whose hell-bent on
uncovering corruption. She smells scandal at the Sandbox
after being tipped off by an anonymous source.

General Cole
Brash and determined. Exploits Zoras greed to his advantage.
Is willing to commit unthinkable acts for his country.

Penny
Head of Marketing, a loyal subject of Dr. Cornell. So loyal it is a
boiling point of tension for Zora. Penny holds her cards close
to her chest and spins a story as well as she hides a secret.

PILOT EPISODE: CODE 3
We begin in the VR simulator where we find

part in the wrongful murder of a black woman.

Marquel a black man trying to get home to his

With the help of Rachshanna, Waters is now

pregnant wife but ends up being wrongfully

seeing life with compassion and empathy.

pulled over by prejudice police. Unfortunately,

team holds a press conference to expose the

the stop ends tragically and one of the officers

rampant racial profiling practices at his precinct.

shoots and kills Marquel. Marquel’s death ends
the VR experience and we find Joey Waters a
white police officer, grasping for air as he wakes
up in current reality at The Sandbox Academy.
Meanwhile, Dr. Cornell pitches the program’s
general admission launch to world leaders. He
speaks with passion but it is not well received by
some. Post-meeting, we learn General Cole
wants to leverage the academy and sets his
sights on Zora.
Waters is later haunted by his recent experience
of being Marquel. Rachshanna, the academy’s
resident psychiatrist, helps Waters come to
terms with this and eventually to terms with his

The

At The Post Liberty, a quick and determined
journalist, has her suspicions of Dr. Cornell and
starts an investigation into the academy. Liberty
pieces

together

evidence

of

corruption

and

decides to attend the intake meeting for the
Academy’s general admission. She uses it as an
opportunity to snoop around, finding her way
into a secret room where she identifies Lyles and
Zora

standing

over

what

appears

to

be

a

deceased Joey Waters.
Liberty tries to take a photo but drops her phone.
Not able to show what she saw, she is now even
more determined to prove something is off with
Dr. Cornell and his team.

EPISODE CONCEPTS
Code 3

01

We are introduced to the academy and its main characters as
we see the institution grow and fracture. In our VR anthology,
we meet a young black man wrongfully detained and
eventually murdered by a racist police officer.

Okasu

02

Dr. Cornell explains his altruistic purpose to the Academy’s first
intake group. The investigative journalist Liberty is cynical and
works to gather evidence of corruption. We experience the a
deadly game of sexual misconduct and foul play through VR.

Judgement Day

03

Penny gives a troubled senator a shot to save his name via the
academy. His experience as Tristan, a 15 year old on death row,
changes his views on prison reform. Liberty confronts Dr.
Cornell at a fundraiser. She's shocked by what she hears.

Crossover

04

We flash back to the origins of the Academy and learn more
about the government's involvement. We learn more about
military experiments that would be considered war crimes
covered up by Zora and General Cole. Liberty puts two and
two together and realizes her father was a victim of these
experiments. Cornell proclaims to Liberty to no longer have
allegiance to the government.

EPISODE CONCEPTS

05

Legacy
Zora and Cole secretly negotiate a future of the academy
without Cornell. Our intake group takes a trip to a forbidden
island, a VR game that teaches one of life's most valuable
lessons. Legacy.

Fly Trap

06

Dr. Lyles catches wind of Liberty’s espionage and puts her
directly in Zora’s sights. A young trust fund socialite is shown
the grim realiteis of mental health and homelessness through
the VR.

Freudian Slip

07

Suki’s refusal pushes Zora to do the unthinkable. This doesn't
sit well with Lyles and he seeks unlikely council. Each group
member gets to play Freud and “shrink” themselves.

Skip Trace

08

Suki’s sudden death torments Dr. Cornell. Lyles takes an
unlikely stance. Dr. Cornell breaks his own rules and simulates
the future. This will change the course of history.

FUTURE SEASONS
INTO THE SANDBOX
A journey into the power of the Academy, and the corruptible nature of power.

THE WORLD BEYOND
.

The mystery of the outer world is revealed and we learn about more beyond the Academy.
Pandora is out of the box, and the power of the tech becomes difficult to manage. Between new
players and old debts, the team ups their game.

SEASON THREE
The main focus of this season will be the “new world” that the Academy has created. A virtual
realm that vastly increases human abilities. Almost too good to be true, the world has now
become dependent on the Academy.

SEASON FOUR
The allure of VR is too great and the interest in the real world wains. New factions are formed
from the disenfranchised. Protests against the Academy escalate, the divide grows between VR
users and non users. An elitist sect of society forms and looks to the stars for new beginnings.

SEASON FIVE
The battle between VR users and non users turn the planet into a battle ground. The Elite’s
discover a “new world” putting the fate of the world in grave jeopardy. What was once a goal to
unite a world has gone in a very different direction.

Tone &
& Style
Style
Tone

This 1-hour drama incorporates both the elements of a procedural and an
anthology. Becuase of this there are two worlds, the real world and the virtual.
The Sandbox Academy and the real world, will be depicted with cooler
monochromatic tones to reflect the cold and callous conditions that currently
exist in the vein of Black Mirror and Westworld.
However, inside the VR sessions, each stand alone story would feel hot, intense,
and gritty having visual styles of Manic or Bug with the uncensored gritty
storytelling of Vice.

THE REAL WORLD

THE VIRTUAL WORLD
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